"Grow with love" has always been SuNPe's corporate philosophy. Though SuNPe Prototype is an industrial company that is professional at prototyping services like injection molding, die casting, CNC machining, etc, in the years of our continuous development, we never forget to persist in doing something good for the society.

During the Christmas holiday in 2019, our team went to a special school for charity. We donated some color pens, books, toys and a rubber playground for the school, this will better prevent the children from falling and being injured.
Those children in this school have congenital diseases such as cerebral palsy or autism, this kind of mental deficiency children will need more help from all society and we should pay highly attention to help them build a better future. With the help of the parents and teachers, every member of the SuNPe team is patient and gentle in trying to reach out to them.
As a member of SuNPe prototype, what we learned from the activity are crucial for our daily work. We should be patient like these children's parents, which help us better understand our customers' need and provide the best technique for their projects with our professional sight. And be responsible like the teachers in our work which is the key to keep a mutual-trusted cooperation with our clients.
Throughout the charity activity, we played games and interacted with children and parents. Under the rainbow umbrella, love surrounded everyone. It’s really a great chance for us to help these children better integrate into society, and it also motivates us to work hard to repay the society in the future.